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SMUIN ARTIST NICOLE HASKINS 

ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT FROM DANCING 

 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (15 March 2019) – It was announced today by Celia Fushille, Artistic 

Director of Smuin Contemporary Ballet, that company artist Nicole Haskins will be retiring from 

Smuin at the conclusion of its current 25th Anniversary season to pursue other opportunities. 

Haskins’ final appearances with the company will be in Smuin’s upcoming spring program, Dance 

Series 02, touring the Bay Area April 26-June 1. 

 

After six stellar seasons with Smuin, Haskins will be relocating to take on the role of Resident 

Choreographer at the Mid-Columbia Ballet in Washington State. Said Haskins, “I am immensely 

grateful for Smuin’s support and encouragement while balancing my dancing career alongside a 

growing choreographic career.” Haskins will have the opportunity to focus her energies on her 

passions outside of performing at MCB, including choreography, teaching, and helping the next 

generation of professional dancers succeed through the company’s numerous outreach programs. 

She is also committed to highlighting the challenges that are faced by female arts leaders and 

choreographers, and looks forward to being a part of this dialogue to increase awareness and realize 

change within the dance community. 

 

Haskins’ immense talent has established her as standout artist and choreographer. “Not only has 

Nicole made significant contributions to Smuin as a dancer, she has made contributions as a 

choreographer. I anticipate Smuin will have a continuing relationship with her,” Fushille said. 

Haskins’ spring 2017 world premiere of The Poetry of Being with Smuin was a joyful celebration of 

dance called “lush” and “intricate” by the San Francisco Examiner. Haskins has also contributed 

several memorable works to the company’s holiday program, The Christmas Ballet, including “Joy 

to the World,” “J-I-N-G-L-E Bells,” and “Fantasia,” which was declared “enchanting” by the San 

Francisco Chronicle. 
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Prior to joining Smuin, Haskins danced professionally with Sacramento Ballet, Kansas City Ballet, 

The Washington Ballet, and Amy Seiwert’s Imagery. In addition to Smuin, her innovative 

choreography has previously been commissioned by Sacramento Ballet, Richmond Ballet, Dayton 

Ballet, and Oregon Ballet Theater, as well as many ballet schools across the country. She has 

presented original works at the Los Angeles Dance Invitational and the McCallum Theatre’s 

Dancing Under The Stars Choreographic Competition, as well as numerous Regional Dance 

America Festivals. 

 

Haskins will appear in Smuin’s Dance Series 02 featuring The Best of Smuin and a world premiere 

by Amy Seiwert, touring the Bay Area beginning with shows in San Francisco (April 26-May 5), 

continuing in Walnut Creek (May 17-18) and Mountain View (May 23-26), and finishing in Carmel 

(May 31-June 1). More information is available at smuinballet.org. 
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PHOTOS: For high-res photos, please visit: http://cbpr.co/press/haskins 
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